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1.

Environment
Animals
PORCUPINE
They live in the moist soil in forests.
They feed with insects.

SKUNK
They live in moors or bushes.
They release bad smell during a danger to protect themselves.

KANGAROO
They live in Australia.
They carry their babies in their pocket on
their belly.

PEACOCK
They are a kind of bird.
They open their wings during a danger.

GLOBE FISH
They Live in the sea.
They puff themselves and show their stings during a danger and
their stings are poisonous.
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Fill in The Blanks Exercise
1) ............ have colourful big wings.
2) ............ have stings on their bodies and live in the sea.
3) ........... have a pocket on their belly.
4) ........... have reek.
5) ............. eat bugs.

True & False Exercise
1) Porcupines puff themselves during a danger.

2) Peacocks have long wings and they open them
during a danger.
3) Skunks release scent.

4) Kangaroos carry their babies on their back.

5) The stings of bubble fish are toxic.
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Plants
LOTUS

Their flowers open in the daytime
and close in the night.
CLOVER

They have generally three leaves
but uncommonly we can see four
leaves ones.

LILAC

They are coldresistant flowers
and they are foliage plants.

OAK

They have acorns as their fruits
and their bodies are very strong.

POPLAR

They have longstemmed leaves
and they grow lengthwise.
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Exercise Time
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DISEASES
Click on the links to listen speeches about the ilnesses.

MEASLES
http://www.voki.com/site/pickup?
scid=12845715&width=575&height=323&chsm=ca067803250
f05f16dd16c25af9ec591
It is a type of infection. Measles is a very contagious disease that
can spread through contact with infected mucus and saliva. The
coughing or sneezing of an infected person can release the virus
into the air. The virus can live on surfaces for several hours.
Measles can cause death in children.

MUMPS
http://www.voki.com/site/pickup?
scid=12845741&width=575&height=323&chsm=85c94369736
90b8fd6be01ba429e807f
Mumps is a contagious disease caused by a virus that passes
from one person to another through saliva, nasal secretions, and
close personal contact. It causes swelling on the throat and ear
areas. The mumps virus also leads to permanent hearing loss.
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STROKE
http://www.voki.com/site/pickup?
scid=12845749&width=575&height=323&chsm=2331d92e730de
eabfd26a33a9ea51303
Stroke occurs when the supply of blood to the brain is either
interrupted or reduced. When this happens, the brain does not get
enough oxygen or nutrients which causes brain cells to die. Stroke
doesn’t cause permanent brain damage or disability. For example,
Stephen Hawking is a scientist who is paralytic but he is still a good
scientist and contributes many ideas to the science.

RABIES
http://www.voki.com/site/pickup?
scid=12847563&width=575&height=323&chsm=d42a4514e5b5a7
e57b81fa135312ffc6
Rabies is a lifethreatening condition that causes tens of thousands
of deaths worldwide every year. Dogs are the most common source.
It’s caused by a virus that attacks the central nervous system. The
virus is transmitted to humans via bites and scratches from infected
animals. Once a person has been bitten, the virus spreads through
their nerves to the brain.
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EXERCISE TIME
Give a short answer for each question.
1) Which disease causes puffing in the throat and ear areas?
................................................................................................
2) Which disease Stephen Hawking suffered from?
.....................................................................................
3) Which disease virus causes lasting hearing loss ?
..................................................................................
4) How is rabies virus transmitted to humans?
.............................................................................
5) How does measles spread?
................................................
6) Which disease is not infectious and prevents move the limbs or
body parts?
...........................................................................................................
7) What kind of animals cause rabies?
..............................................................
8) Which disease causes child death?
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..............................................................

2.

Food
Recipe
Verbs

Add = To increase something

Pour = To flow a liquid or powder.

Chop = Seperate the parts of something

Pestle = To break something in a mortar.

Bake = To prepare a food in the bakery.

Cook = To prepare a food in the oven.

Grate = to cut into small pieces repeatedly
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Materials

Saucepan

Soup ladle

Bakery

Bowl

Mortar and pestle

Grater

Chopper
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Exercise Time
Pizza Recipe
*You learned some materials and words. Using them and using
the ingredients, make a pizza recipe according to the order of
pictures.

1)
verb: pestle
material: mortar and
pestle

2)
verb: add
material: bowl

4)
verb: pour
material: soup ladle

5)
verb: grate
material: grater

3)
verb: cook
material: saucepan

6)
verb: chop
material: chopper

7)
verb: bake
material: bakery
INGREDIENTS

Flour, egg, water, tomato, potato,
black pepper, salt, olive oil,
green pepper, cheese, olive, hot dog.

Your pizza is
ready. Bon
Appetite!
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3)

Clothing
FABRIC TYPES

Linen

Velvet

Denim

Woollen

Flannel
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PATTERN TYPES

Spotted

Pleated

Tartan

Stripe

Floral
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Exercise Time
* You learned some fabric and pattern types. Using each of
the once, define the people's clothing(colour, fabric and
pattern types) in the pictures.

EXAMPLE: Jessie wears green tartan flannel
shirt.

Jennifer
Mark

Angelica

Sean

Taylor
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4)

World Culture

CHINA
Their food was cooked quickly thanks to cooking on high heat
and their foods generally contain rice. Chinese generally prefer
vegetables in their food so Chinese cuisine is one of the
healthy cuisine in the world. Also they like soup types.
They wear a long dress. Its name is "Kimono". Each kimono
determines statues of people with the types of patterns, fabrics
and tying. Their famous martial art is "Kung fu". It is a type of
defense style.
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EGYPT

Their cuisine is very rich because Egyptian cuisine makes
heavy use of legumes, vegetables and fruits since Egypt's rich
Nile valley and delta produce large quantities of these crops in
high quality.
Men wear a long dress. Its name is "Gallibaya" and women
wear a long dress too. Its name is "Sebleh". These clothes are
designed according to both the temperature of the Egypt and
Egyptian's religious believes. There are historic pyramids in there.
Cats are seen as gods. Because wheat is very common in Egypt
and cats protect wheat from the mice eating them. If someone
harms to a cat, he or she is punished strictly.
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AUSTRILIA
They consume mostly potato, bread, salted meat and
vegetables in their meals. They drink coffee very much
especially they consume espresso.
They wear a hat to protect themselves from the sun and its
name is "Akubra" "Drizabone" is the traditional riding coat and
"Gator" is a kind of boots to avoid from stepping on grass.
Literacy is very important in Australia. So there is a opera house
and its name is "Sydney Opera House".
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Exercise Time
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THE LEGEND OF A WANDERER
You learned many words during the exercises
in the unites and now you will read
a fantastic book. Then you will do an exercise
relevant to the story. So you will add new words
to your vocabulary.

Click the link to start read the story.
http://storybird.com/books/the-story-of-awanderer/
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Matchıng Exercise
Match the words that you learned in the story
with their synonyms.

1) wanderer

A) fabulous

2) wand

B) relegate

3) cut

C) wonderingly

4) legendary

D) traveler

5) curiously

E) beast

6) monster

F) country side

7) village

G) baton

8) exile

H) cottage
I) holy
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UNIT 1:
Animals

ANSWER KEY

Fill In The Blanks Exercises

True & False Exercises

1) Peacocks
2) Globe fish
3) Kangaroo
4) Skunks
5) Porcupines

1) False
2) True
3) True
4) False
5) True

Plants
1) C  2) B  3) A  4) D  5) C

Diseases
1) Mumps
2) Stroke
3)Mumps
4) The virus is transmitted to humans via bites and scratches from
infected animals.
5) The virus can spread through contact with infected mucus and
saliva.
6) Stroke
7)Dogs
8)Measles

UNIT 2:
Food
There is no exact answer for this exercise, the answer
according to your own pizza recipe
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ANSWER KEY
UNIT 3:
Clothing
1) Mark wears a brown velvet shirt.
2) Jennifer wears a spotted woollen pullover.
3) Sean wears red tartan flannel shirt.
4) Angelica wears floral pleated linen dress.
5) Taylor wears stripe denim jacket and shorts.

UNIT:4
World Cultures
1) B  2) A  3) A  4) C  5) C

UNIT 5:
Story Time
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